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Abstract  
In temporal specialization, the database designer restricts 

the relationship between the valid t ime-stamp (recording when 
something is true in the reality being modeled) and the trans- 
action t ime-stamp (recording when a fact is stored in the 
database). An example is a retroactive temporal event relation, 
where the event must  have occurred before it was stored, i.e., 
the valid t ime-stamp is restricted to be less than the transac- 
tion t ime-stamp. We discuss many useful restrictions, defining 
a large number of specialized types of temporal relations, and 
indicate some of their applications. We present a detailed tax- 
onomy of specialized temporal  relations. This taxonomy may 
be employed during database design to specify the particular 
time semantics of temporal relations. 

1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  
The time of validity of a fact in a temporal relation and the 

time the fact was recorded in the relation are ostensibly indepen- 
dent. Yet, in many applications of temporal relations, the two 
times interact in restricted ways. For example, in the monitor- 
ing of temperatures during a chemical experiment, temperature 
measurements are recorded in the temporal relation after they 
are valid, due to transmission delays. The resulting relation is 
termed retroactive. Alternatively, salary payments recorded in 
the temporal relation of a bank are recorded be]ore the time the 
funds become accessible to employees, resulting in a predictive 
relation. 

We explore a variety of temporal relations with specialized 
relationships between transaction and valid time. Such special- 
ized temporal  relations occur in many practical applications, 
and the framework presented here is a means of capturing more 
of the semantics of temporal relations, with two primary bene- 
fits. Used by designers and researchers, the framework conveys 
a more detailed understanding of temporal relations. The addi- 
tional semantics, when captured by an appropriately extended 
database system, may be used for selecting appropriate storage 
structures, indexing techniques, and query processing strategies. 

The paper  extends a previously presented taxonomy on time 
in databases [SA85, SA86]. The previous taxonomy defined 
three kinds of time that  could be associated with facts: user- 
defined time (with no database system-interpreted semantics), 
~alid time (when a fact is true in reality), and transaction time 
(when a fact is stored in the database).  A fact in a temporal 
relation has bo th  a valid and a transaction time. A temporal 
relation records both  the previous states of the relation and 
the history of reality. Temporal relations support three kinds 
of queries: (1) current queries, queries on the current state of 
the database; indeed, conventional database systems support 
only this kind of query; (2) historical queries, which extract 
facts about  the history of objects from the modeled reality; and 

(3) rollback queries which extract  facts as stored in the database 
at some point in the past. Though we use relational terminology 
throughout this paper,  most of the analysis applies analogously 
to other data  models. 

The original taxonomy falls short in its characterization of 
temporal relations in three ways. First,  the taxonomy falls 
to give an aztequate understanding of some t ime-extended re- 
lations. Many proposals for adding time to databases advo- 
cate storing a single t ime-stamp per  fact (e.g., [JMR91, SR85, 
SS87]), yet it appears that  both  rollback and historical queries 
are possible in these schemes. However, the taxonomy explicitly 
forbids both  kinds of queries on a relation with only one time- 
s tamp per tuple. Second, because the taxonomy focuses on the 
orthogonality of the three kinds of time, it ignores restricted in- 
terrelationships between the valid and transaction times of facts 
in temporal relations. In many practical applications, valid and 
transaction times of facts exhibit interrelationships. Third, the 
taxonomy assumes that  each fact has at most  one transaction 
time and one valid time t ime-stamp (interval or event). (From 
now on, we use the shorter, but  not quite precise, terms 'valid 
t ime-stamp' and ' transaction t ime-stamp' .)  However, in appli- 
cation systems with multiple, interconnected temporal  relations, 
multiple time dimensions may be associated with facts as they 
flow from one temporal relation to another. 

In order to address the first and second of the shortcomings, 
we explore the space of restricted interrelat ions--in-between the 
extremes of identity and no interrelation at a l l - - tha t  axe pos- 
sible between the valid and transaction times of facts. While 
we have focused primarily on comprehensiveness, we have not 
considered types of restricted interrelations that  are of doubtful 
use. Addressing the third shortcoming, by providing the means 
for specifying the application system contexts of temporal  rela- 
tions, is the subject of a later paper.  

We will not be concerned here with the semantics of time- 
varying attributes, i.e., how to use t ime-stamp values and stored 
attr ibute values to derive the value of a time-varying attr ibute.  
For example, we will not address the issues of how to derive the 
temperature of a chemical reaction at an arbitrary point in time 
from time-stamped and stored temperature  measurements.  We 
are interested only in the semantics of the t ime-stamps them- 
selves. 

In Section 2, we present a general definition and description 
of a temporal relation. In the following section, we examine the 
kinds of restrictions one might impose on temporal relations, 
considering in turn restrictions on isolated events, on collections 
of events, on isolated intervals, and on collections of intervals. 
The final section summarizes our work and points to future 
research. 
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2 Temporal Relations 
We present a conceptual model of a temporal relation as 

a prelude to the extensions discussed in the remainder of the 
paper. A temporal  relation has two orthogonal time dimensions, 
valid time and transaction time. Valid time is used for capturing 
the time-varying nature of the part  of reality being modeled by 
the relation. Transaction time models the update  activity of 
the relation. Thus, a temporal relation may be envisioned as a 
sequence of historical states indexed by transaction time. 

A temporal relation consists of a set of temporal elements, 
each of which records one or more facts about an object (entity 
or relationship) from the part  of reality being modeled by the 
temporal relation. Temporal elements have the following at- 
tribute values: element surrogate, object surrogate, transaction 
time-stamp, valid t ime-stamp (interval or event), time-invariant 
at tr ibute values, time-varying at t r ibute values, and user-defined 
times. We examine each briefly in turn. 

An element surrogate is a system-generated, unique identifier 
of an element that  can be referenced and compared for equality, 
but not displayed to the user [Dat85, HOT76]. We will discuss 
element surrogates in more detail shortly. 

An object surrogate is a unique identifier of the object be- 
ing modeled by an element. It is used for identifying all the 
database representations of individual real-world objects. At 
any point in time, each real-world object may have, in a single 
relation, a set of associated elements, all with the same ob- 
ject surrogate (c.f., a "life-line" [Sch77] or a "time sequence" 
[SK86]). Thus, a relation (c.f., a "time sequence collection" 
[SK86]) can be parti t ioned into a collection of sets so that  el- 
ements of distinct sets have distinct object surrogates and ele- 
ments of any single set have the same object surrogate. This is 
termed a per surrogate partitioning. 

Transaction times are generated by the database system it- 
self using monotonically increasing t ime-stamp generators; thus 
each historical state has an associated unique transaction time. 
The granularity of transaction time-stamps is arbitrary, as long 
as uniqueness is ensured. Transaction time models the update 
activity of the temporal relation, and as such, its semantics are 
entirely independent of the application and the enterprise being 
modeled. The transaction time of an element is the time when 
the facts recorded by the element were stored in the relation. 
Therefore, no stored transaction time exceeds the current time. 
The historical state resulting from a transaction remains un- 
changed from the time of that  transaction to the time of the 
next transaction. Therefore, the semantics of transaction time 
have been characterized as stepwise constant. We will associate 
two transaction times, tt~e and tt~, with each element e in a 
temporal relation. The first, tt~, is the time when the element 
e is stored in the relation. The second, tt4e, is the time when the 
element e is logically removed from the relation. The existence 
interval for e, [tt~e, ttde ), is thus the time between the transaction 
time of the historical state in which the element first appeared 
and the transaction time of the historical state succeeding the 
one in which the element last appeared. 

The element surrogate identifies the element for the purpose 
of defining the existence interval (in the database) for the el- 
ement, ff a particular event or interval is (logically) deleted, 
then immediately re-inserted, the two resulting elements will 
have different element surrogates, allowing the deletion (ttde) 
and insertion (tt~) points to be unambiguously defined. If a 
modification is made by a transaction executed on the database, 
the element in the current historical state is (logically) deleted, 
and a new element, recording the modified information, is stored 

in the new historical state, indexed by the transaction time of 
the transaction making the change. 

The database system uses the transaction times of elements 
for implementing the rollback operator [BZ82, Sch77]. In gen- 
eral, any domain of elements with an identity relation and a to- 
tal ordering is suitable for transaction time. Example domains 
include the natural numbers and regular da te / t ime  values. 

Valid times are usually supplied by the user, but they may be 
system-generated. The valid t ime-stamp of an element records 
when the facts represented by the time-varying (and time- 
invariant) and user-defined time at t r ibute values are true in 
reality. Valid times are always drawn from the domain of times 
and dates. The elements of a relation may represent events, 
in which case the valid t ime-stamp of an element is a single 
valid time value. Alternatively, the facts represented by the ele- 
ments of a relation may be true for a duration of time, in which 
case the valid t ime-stamp of an element is an interval consist- 
ing of two valid time values. The valid t ime-stamps are used by 
the database system for implementing the time-slice operator 
[BZ82, JMS791. 

An element may contain a number of time-invariant at- 
tribute values, i.e., values that  never change. An important  
example is the time-invariant key [NA89] which, although it re- 
sembles the object surrogate, is still necessary. Social security, 
account, and membership numbers are important  time-invariant 
keys in many applications. Non-key tlme-invariant at tr ibute 
values also exist, e.g., race. 

An element may record several facts about  a real-world ob- 
ject, using several time-varying attribute values. For exam- 
pie, an element may record both  the title and the salary of 
an employee. Each relation may have an individual valid time- 
s tamp granularity, or the database system may impose a fixed 
granularity on all relations managed by the database system. 
While different granularities may be ascribed to individual time- 
varying attributes within an element, it may still be necessary 
to fix the (overall) element granularity. 

An element may also have several user-defined times. Such 
time-stamps are drawn from a domain of dates and times with 
an identity relation and a total ordering. User-defined times 
may be manually supplied or computed by an application pro- 
gram. The system gives no special semantics to user-defined 
times; they are most appropriately thought of as specialized 
kinds of time-varying at tr ibute values. 

Note that  in this conceptual model we do not assume any 
particular type system on surrogates, historical states, or at- 
tributes. In particular, while an element is associated with a 
valid time-stamp, the model makes no mention of whether tuple 
time-stamping or attribute-value t ime-stamping is employed. 
Neither do we assume a particular data  model; elements could 
be tuples in a relational database [Cod70], records in a net- 
work database [Datg0], or events in a time sequence collection 
[SK86]. Finally, the conceptual model of a sequence of histor- 
ical states does not imply (nor disallow) a particular physical 
representation. For example, a temporal relation may be rep- 
resented as a collection of tuples with an event or interval valid 
time-stamp and an interval transaction t ime-stamp [Sno87] or 
with one or two valid t ime-stamps and three transaction time- 
stamps [BZ82], as a backlog relation of insertion, modification, 
and deletion operations (tuples) with single transaction time- 
stamps [JMRS90] or with time warp at tr ibutes [Tho91], and 
as tuples containing attributes t ime-stamped with one or more 
finite unions of intervals ( termed temporal elements [Gad88], 
distinct from the term element used in this paper).  
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3 Specialized Temporal Relations 
In this  section, we characterize temporal  relations ac- 

cording to the interrelations of their t ime-stamps.  In Sec- 
tions 3.1 and  3.2, we consider singly s t amped  elements (event 
s tamped) ,  and  in Sections 3.3 and  3.4, we consider doubly 
s t amped  elements  (interval s tamped) .  In Sections 3.1 and 3.3, 
we characterize relations considering the t ime-s tamps of individ- 
ual  e lements  in isolation, and  in Sections 3.2 and  3.4, we char- 
aeterlze relations considering the interrelations of t ime-stamps 
of dist inct  elements.  We provide examples for most  of the spe- 
cialized tempora l  relations defined here. 

All the definitions of relation types in this section axe inten- 
sional definitions, i.e., for a relation schema to have a part icular 
type, all i ts possible (non-empty)  extensions mus t  satisfy the 
definition of the  type.  The  restrictions usually apply only to 
the historical s ta te  in which the element was inserted or the 
historical s ta te  in which the  element was logically deleted (i.e., 
the  one following the historical s ta te  in which the element last 
appears) .  Th ro u g hou t  we assume tha t  the valid and  t ransact ion 
t ime-s tamps  are drawn from the same domain,  which mus t  be 
totally ordered. We do not  consider t ransact ion time domains 
such as version numbers  tha t  cannot  be compared with valid 
time. 

Jus t  as the  specializations may  be applied to an  entire rela- 
tion, i.e., on a per relation basis, they may  be applied in tu rn  to 
each par t i t ion of a relation, i.e., on a per partition basis. This  
is t rue because the  par t i t ions  are sets  of elements. Specifically, 
a relation satisfies a specialization on a per par t i t ion basis if ev- 
ery par t i t ion of the  part icular  part i t ioning in tu rn  satisfies the 
specialization on a per  relation basis. While many  parti t ionings 
are possible, the  mos t  useful part i t ioning is the per surrogate 
part i t ioning ment ioned in the  previous section. It is solely for 
simplicity tha t  we s ta te  explicitly specializations on mainly a 
per relation basis. In fact, the application of the specializations 
on a per par t i t ion  basis m a y  in many  si tuations prove to be 
more relevant. 

By its very na ture ,  a t axonomy should be comprehensive. 
While str iving towards achieving this, we have at the same t ime 
a t t empted  to include only specializations tha t  are of practical 
interest. We show tha t  with some restrictions, the taxonomy 
based on isolated events is complete. The inter-event based 
taxonomy is restr icted to cover the concepts of sequentiality 
and  regularity, and  the isolated interval based taxonomy cov- 
ers only regularity. The  inter-interval based taxonomy distin- 
guishes between tempora l  relations where elements successive 
in t ransact ion t ime have valid t ime intervals related in one of 
the 13 possible ways of ordering two intervals. In this sense, the 
taxonomy is comprehensive within its scope. 

The  number  of specialized temporal  relations in the taxon- 
omy m ay  be too large for some uses. To address this poten- 
tial problem, we have organized the specializations in general- 
ization/specialization hierarchies. Applications tha t  require a 
small  n u m b e r  of specializations may  simply consider only the 
more general specializations. 

3.1 T a x o n o m y  o n  Isolated Events 
In this  section we consider only events tha t  take place at an 

ins tant  of t ime in reality. Let R be a temporal  relation, and 
let e be an element of R. Each element e has  a single valid 
time, vte, indicat ing when the event took place in reality. We 
consider only a single t ransact ion time, tte, which is either the 
insertion or the  deletion time, tha t  is, either ttbe or tt~e. Each 
property (e.g., retroactive, where an element is valid before it 
is operated on in the database)  is relative to one of these two 

times. For example, it is possible for a relat ion to be deletion 
retroactive but  not  insertion retroactive. As discussed earlier, a 
modification consists of a deletion followed by an  insertion. If 
a relation is, say, deletion retroactive and insert ion retroactive, 
it can also be considered modification retroactive. The  defini- 
tions tha t  follow will ment ion  only a single valid t ime vte and 
a single t ransact ion t ime tte. In examples  where we il lustrate 
the definitions, we will assume tha t  tte is ttbe (i.e., we consider 
insertion, not  deletion or modification). 

We formally define a numbe r  of specialized temporal  rela- 
tions by restricting the allowed interrelations between valid and  
t ransact ion t ime-s tamp values of isolated elements.  

Eleven of the specialized relations and  the  general  relation 
are i l lustrated in Figure 1 where the  pairs  of t ime-s t amp  values 
of elements are restricted to the shaded regions. 

Definition: Temporal  relation R is retroactive if 

Ve E R (vte <_ tte) 

Thus,  the values of an  element are valid before they are en- 
tered into the relation, i.e., the  event occurred before it was 
stored. Retroactive relations are c ommon  in moni tor ing situa- 
tions, such as process control in a chemical product ion plant ,  
where variables such as t empera ture  and  pressure are periodi- 
cally sampled and  stored in a da tabase  for subsequent  analysis.  
Further,  it is often the case tha t  some (non-negative) m i n i m u m  
delay between the actual  t ime of measu remen t  and  the  t ime of 
storage can be determined. For example,  a par t icu lar  se t -up 
for the sampling of tempera tures  m a y  result  in delays tha t  al- 
ways exceed 30 seconds. This  gives rise to a delayed retroactive 
relation. 

Definition: Temporal  relation R is delayed retroactive with 
bound At > 0 if 

Ve E R (vte <_ t t e -  At)  

In this and in the other  specializations tha t  refer to a t ime 
bound  At, this t ime bound  is a duration t ha t  m a y  be fixed in 
length (e.g., 30 seconds, one day) or m a y  be calendric-specific. 
An example of the lat ter  is one mon th ,  where a m o n t h  in the 
Gregorian calender contains 28 to 31 days,  depending  on the 
date to which the durat ion is added or subtracted.  

Definition: Temporal  relation R is predictive if 

Ve E R (vte >_ tt~) 

Thus,  the values of an  element are not  valid unt i l  some t ime 
after they have been entered into the relation. An  example is a 
relation tha t  records direct-deposit  payroll checks. Generally a 
copy of this relation is made  on magnet ic  tape  near  the  end of 
the month ,  and sent  to the  bank  so tha t  the  pa ymen t s  can be 
effective on the first day of the next  month .  

Analogously with the delayed retroactive temporal  relation 
which specializes the retroactive tempora l  relation, the  early 
predictive temporal  relation is the specialization of the predic- 
tive temporal  relation. 

Definition: Temporal  relation R is early predictive with bound 
At > 0 if 

Ve E R (v t ,  > t te + A t )  O 
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Figure 1: Restrictions on Time-stamps in Isolated Event Based Specialized Temporal Relations 

The direct-deposit payroll check relation is an example if the 
tape must be received by the bank at least, say, three days 
before the day the deposits are to be made effective. Also, 
this type of relation may be encountered within early warning 
systems where warnings must be received sometime in advance. 

In elements of retroactively bounded temporal relations, the 
valid t ime-stamp never is less than the transaction time-stamp 
by more than a bounded time interval. In all bounded, delayed, 
and early relations, the bounds are fixed at schema definition 
time. 

Detinition: Temporal relation R is retroacti~el~ bounded with 
6onnd A t  ~ 0 if 

Ve E R (vte > tte - At) O 

Note that in a retroactively bounded relation, the valid time- 
stamp may exceed the transaction time-stamp. An example is 
a relation recording the project each employee is assigned to. 
While assignments may be recorded arbitrarily into the future, 

an assignment is required to be recorded in the database no 
later than one month after it is effective. 

A strongly retroactively bounded relation is a retroactively 
bounded temporal relation where the valid t ime-stamp is less 
than or equal to the transaction time-stamp. 

Detlnition: Temporal relation R is stronoly retroacti~el~ 
bounded tvith bound A t  ~_ 0 if 

Ve ¢ R (tt~ - A t  < vte  < t t e )  0 

The sample relation just discussed is strongly retroactively 
bounded if future assignments are not  stored in the relation. 

In a delayed strongly retroactively bounded relation, the 
valid time-stamp is not only less than the transaction time- 
stamp within a low¢~ bound-- in  addition, an upper bound (min- 
imum delay) is also imposed. 

Definition: Temporal relation R is delayed stronoly retroac- 
ti~el~ bounded with 6onnds At] ~_ 0 and At2 ~_ O, where 
At1 < At2, if 

Ve f. R (tte- Ata < vie < tte- At2) 0 
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The relation that  records the assignments of employees is an 
example of this type of relation if only past assignments are 
recorded, e.g., if assignments are recorded at most one month 
after they were effective and if it takes at least two days from 
the time an assignment is finished until this is known by the 
data entry clerk. 

The strongly predictively bounded and the early strongly 
predictively bounded relations are symmetrical to the two pre- 
vious specialized temporal relations. Here the valid time-stamp 
is in a bounded time interval after the transaction time-stamp, 
and the early specialization also adds a (positive) lower bound 
on the valid t ime-stamp. 

Definition: Temporal relation R is strongly predictively 
bounded with bound At > 0 if 

Ve 6 R (tte <_ vte < tte 4- At) I"1 

Definition: Temporal relation R is early strongly predictively 
bounded with bounds A t l  > 0 and At2 > O, where Atl  < At2, 
if 

Ve E R ( t te+ Ata < vt ,  <_ t t ,  + At2) 12 

Direct deposit pay checks illustrate both  types of specialization. 
The company wants the checks to be valid on the first of the 
month,  but  it wants also to make the tape to be sent to the 
bank as late as possible, generally at most one week before. In 
addition, the bank needs the tape at least three days in advance. 

In a strongly bounded relation, the valid t ime-stamp may 
only deviate from the transaction t ime-stamp within both  upper 
and lower bounds.  

Definition: Temporal relation R is strongly bounded with 
bounds A t l  >_ 0 and At2 > 0 if 

Ve 6 R ( t t e -  At l  <_ vte < t t e  + Ate)  

Here, information concerns only the current situation, except 
that  recently valid information and information valid in the 
near future can be recorded and updated.  An example is an 
accounting relation recording the current month 's  transactions. 
Corrections to entries of previous months are stored as compen- 
sating transactions in the current month; transactions concern- 
ing future months are made to a separate relation. 

In elements of predictively bounded temporal relations, the 
valid time s tamp never exceeds the transaction time-stamp by 
more than  a bounded delay. Thus, this kind of relation is sym- 
metric with retroactively bounded relations. 

Definition: Temporal relation R is predictively bounded with 
bound At > 0 if 

Ve 6 R (vte <_ tte + At)  

Note that  in a predictively bounded relation, the valid time- 
s tamp may be less than the transaction time-stamp. In such 
relations, only information concerning the past and the near- 
term future may be stored. An example is an order database in 
which pending orders, constrained by company policy to be no 
more than 30 days in the future, are stored along with previously 
filled orders. 

A temporal relation is degenerate if the transaction and valid 
t ime-stamps of an element are identical (within the selected 
granularity). 

Definition: Temporal relation R is degenerate if 

Ve 6 R ( v t e=  tte) 12 

An example is a monitoring situation in which there is no time 
delay (within the t ime-stamp granularity) between sampling a 
value and storing it in the database. 

At the implementation level, a degenerate temporal  relation 
can be advantageously treated as a rollback relation due to the 
fact that  _relations are append-only and elements are entered in 
t ime-stamp order [SR85]. The process of recording degenerate 
relations is referred to as the asynchronous method [Tho91]. 

A mapping function ra for a relation R takes as argument 
an element e of a relation and returns a valid t ime-stamp, com- 
puted using any of the at t r ibutes of e, excluding l/re, but  in- 
eluding the surrogate and transaction t ime-stamp attr ibutes.  A 
temporal relation R is determined if it has a mapping function 
that  correctly computes the valid t ime-stamps of its elements. 
Sample mapping functions include ml  (e) = ttbe + At  ("valid 
after a fixed delay"), m2(e) = l t tbe  - AtJhrs ("valid from the 
most recent hour"), and m3 (e) = [ttbe ] day "~ 8 hr8 ("valid from 
the next closest 8:00 a.m."). 

Definition: Temporal relation R is determined with mapping 
function m if 

Ve ~ R (vt,  = ,~(e)) 12 

Similarly, a relation is undetermined if such a function does not 
exist. For each of the undetermined specialized temporal  rela- 
tions defined already in this section there exists a determined 
version. To illustrate, consider the determined versions of the 
retroactive and predictive temporal relations. 

Definition: Temporal relation R is retroactively determined 
with mapping function m if 

w ~ R (vt ,  = re(e) ^ m(~)  ___ t t , )  12 

Thus, a determined relation has a given type if its mapping func- 
tion obeys the requirement of the type. For example, a relation 
is retroactively determined if each element is valid from the be- 
ginning of the fiaost recent hour during which it was stored. 

Definition: Temporal relation R i s  predictively determined with 
mapping function m if 

Ve ~ R (v t ,  = re(e) ^ re(e) >_ t t , )  12 

For example, a relation is predictively determined if it is valid 
from the next closest 8:00 a.m. Such a relation might be relevant 
in banking applications for deposits that  are not effective until 
the start  of the next business day. 

For further illustration, we present the bounded version of 
the above two types of relations. 

Definition: Temporal relation R is strongly retroactively 
bounded determined with mapping function m and bound A t  >_ 
0 if 

Ve E R (v te= re(e) A t t e -  A t  <_ re(e) < t t e )  [] 

Definition: Temporal relation R is strongly predictively 
bounded determined with mapping function m and bound At  >_ 
0 if 

Ve E R (vte = re(e) A t te < re(e) <_ tte + At) Q 
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Figure 2: Generalization/Specialization Structure of the Event-based Taxonomy 

The examples given previously were in fact bounded. 

The generallzation/specialization s t ructure  of the specialized 
temporal relations defined above is presented in Figure 2. A 
relation type  can be  specialized into any of the successor rela- 
t ion types, and  a relat ion type  inheri ts  all the properties of its 
predecessor relat ion types (as well as adding additional proper- 
ties). For clarity, we have included only undetermined relation 
types; there exist determined counterparts  for all the undeter- 
mined specialized temporal  relations, e.g., strongly bounded de- 
termined. 

The isolated event based taxonomy is complete with certain 
assumptions.  To s ta te  these, note tha t  the specializations in 
this section correspond to regions of the two-dimensional space 
spanned by t ransac t ion  and  valid time. There are five assump- 
tions. First, we are interested only in undetermined relation- 
ships. Second, we are only interested in regions bounded by 
lines parallel to the line tte = v t e .  This means tha t  we do not  
wish to consider relationships tha t  are dependent  on absolute 
values of the  t ime s tamps  such as, e.g., the specialization tha t  
vte >_ 2. tte. Third,  we consider only relative restrictions on the 
relationship between valid and  t ransact ion times. In combina- 
t ion with the previous assumptions,  this implies tha t  only three 
kinds of lines are of interest  when describing restricted regions 
of the two-dimensional space, namely lines parallel to t t e =  vte 
for which ei ther  (1) v t e >  tte, (2) v t e =  tte, or (3) v t e <  tte. 
Absolute bounds  may be added later, by the user of the taxon- 
omy. Fourth,  we consider only <-versions. Pure <-versions and 
mixed versions may be obtained easily. Fifth, only connected 
regions are considered. Such regions may be used as building 
blocks to form non-connected regions. As a consequence of the 

assumptions, a t  most  two lines are required for describing any 
possible region. 

Wi th  zero lines we can form no restrictions. Thus,  we have 
a general temporal  event relation. Wi th  one line, there are 
two distinct regions for each of the three line-types, result- 
ing in six distinct specialized temporal  event relations: early 
predictive and predictively bounded,  predictive and  retroac- 
tive, and  retroactively bounded  and  delayed retroactive, respec- 
tively. With  two lines, the are five possibilities corresponding 
to the combinations (using the number ing  of the previous para- 
graph): (1) and  (1) (early strongly predictively bounded) ,  (1) 
and (2) (strongly predictively bounded) ,  (1) and  (3) (strongly 
bounded),  (2) and (3) (strongly retroactively bounded) ,  and  (3) 
and  (3) (delayed strong retroactively bounded) .  The result is a 
total  of eleven types of specialized tempora l  relations, each of 
which is included in the taxonomy. 

3.2  Inter-event  Based Taxonomy 
The previous definitions were based on predicates on indi- 

vidual, event t ime-s tamped elements. A relat ion schema had  
a given property if each individual element of any extension 
meaningful in the modeled reality of the schema satisfied the rel- 
evant predicate. We now define restrict ions on relat ion schemas 
based on the interrelationships of mult iple event t ime-s tamped 
elements in all possible extensions. We examine two aspects: 
orderings between elements and  regularity. In this and  later  
sections, we continue to assume in the  examples and  explana- 
tions tha t  tt~ is tt~e. Recall t ha t  while the definitions are made 
on a per  relation ("global") basis, they may also be  made on a 
per  par t i t ion basis with an  arbi t rary  part i t ioning,  e.g., the per  
surrogate parti t ioning. 
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Definition: Temporal relation R is globally sequential if 

Ve E RVe'  E R (tte < tte, 

(max( t te ,v te)  < min(t t , , ,Vte ,)))  [] 

In globally sequential relations, each event must occur and be 
stored before the next event occurs or is (predictively) stored. 
Therefore, valid time can be approximated with transaction 
time, yielding an append-only relation that  can support his- 
torical (as well as transaction time) queries. Such relations may 
be viewed as approximations to degenerate relations. As an 
example of the application of this property on a per parti t ion 
level, R is per surrogate sequential if Vx E 7rid(R), ~ I d f x ( R )  is 
globally sequential, where l d  is the surrogate attribute. 

Now we introduce the notion of a non-decreasing temporal 
relation. A relation is non-decreasing if elements are entered in 
valid t ime-stamp order. 

Definition: Temporal relation R is globally non-decreasing if 

Ve E R Ve' E R (tte < tte, ~ vte < v t e , )  [] 

Sequentiality is generally a stronger property than non- 
decreasing. However, if the relation is degenerate then the two 
properties are identical. For completeness, we define also a non- 
increasing temporal  relation where elements are entered in non- 
increasing valid t ime-stamp order. 

Definition: Temporal relation R is globally non-increasing if 

Ve E R Y e '  E R ( t t e <  tt  e, =~ vte >_ vte, ) 0 

In such relations, as transaction time proceeds, we enter infor- 
mation that  is valid further and further into the past. An exam- 
pie is an archeological relation that  records information about 
progressively earlier periods uncovered as excavation proceeds. 

Regadarity--where transaction time, valid time, or both  
times occur in regular intervals--is  often encountered in tem- 
poral relations. 

Definition: Temporal relation R is transaction time event reg- 
ular with t ime unit At > 0 if 

Ve E R Ve' E R 3k~' ( t t ,  = t t e ,  + k~' At)  [] 

Note that  the transaction time-stamps of successively stored el- 
ements need not be evenly spaced; they are merely restricted to 
be separated by an integral multiple (ke e~) of a specified dura- 
tion, At. An example is a periodic sampling of some physical 
variable such as temperature.  The process of recording trans- 
action time event regular relations is referred to as the syn- 
chronous method [Tho91]. 

Definition: Temporal relation R is valid time event regular with 
time unit A t  >_ 0 if 

¥e E R Ve' E R 3k~' (v t ,  = vt~, + ke_' At)  [] 

The concept of granularity of valid t ime-stamps can be ex- 
pressed in terms of this property. For example, if the valid 
t ime-stamp granularity is one second then, equivalently, the re- 
lation is valid time event regular with time unit one second. 

Definition: Temporal relation R is temporal event regular with 
time unit A t  >. 0 if 

e I 
V e E R V e ' E R 3 k ~ '  (vte = vt e, + k e AtA 

e I 
tte = tte, + k e At) [] 

A periodic degenerate relation is trivially temporal  event regu- 
lar. Note that  the same values of k~' must  satisfy bo th  transac- 
tion and valid time. Therefore, temporal  event regular is more 
restrictive than both  valid and transaction time event regular 
together. 

Next, we define strict versions of the three different variants 
of regular specialized temporal relations. 

Definition: Temporal relation R is strict transaction time event 
regular with time unit A t  >_ 0 if 

Ve E R (3e' E R(tte ,  = t t e  + A t  A - ,3e" E R 

( t t ,  < t t , , ,  < t t e , ) )  v 

-,3e' E R (tt , ,  > tte)) 0 

Thus, either e' is the next element after e, or e is the last element 
stored. 

Definition: Temporal relation R is strict valid t ime event reg- 
ular with time unit At > 0 if 

ve  ~ R ( 3 #  ~ R (~t,,  = ~t ,  + A t  ^ -.3e" E R - {e,  e'}  

( , , t ,  < vte,, <_ ~te, ) ) V 

" 3 #  E R (v%, > v t , ) )  o 

This definition is slightly more complicated than  the previous 
one because we want to disallow elements with identical valid 
times (which is already impossible with transaction time). 

Definition: Temporalrelat lon R is strict temporal event regular 
with time unit A t >  0 if 

Ve E R ((3e' E R ( t t e , =  tte + A t  A vte, = v t e  + A t A  

",3e" E R ( t t e <  t t e , , <  tte,) A 

- ,3e" ~ n -  { e , e ' }  (~te _< , , t , , ,  < ~ t , , ) ) )  v 
( ' -3e '  E R (tt e, > tte) A ",3e' E R (vt e, >v t e ) ) )  0 

While somewhat complex, this definition is just the combination 
of the two previous definitions, using the same durat ion for both  
valid and transaction time. 

Note that  if relation R'  is transaction time event regular 
with time unit All  and valid time event regular with time unit 
At2, then R'  is also temporal event regular, the temporal  time 
unit At3 being some common divisor of At1 and At2. Thus, if 
At1 = 28 seconds and At2 = 6 seconds then At3 = 2 seconds 
(largest common divisor). For the strict case, however, valid 
and transaction time event regularity does not imply temporal 
event regularity. 

Analogous with the ordering properties, the above regularity 
properties can be defined in a global or per  part i t ion fashion. 
However, the non-strict versions have the additional property 
(not shared with ordering and strictness) that  the per  parti t ion 
variant implies the global variant. Note that  regularity is a 
different property than periodicity, which encodes facts such as 
something is true from 2 to 4p.m. during weekdays [LJ88]. 

All of these characterizations are orthogonal to those given 
in the previous section for individual events, except that  a de- 
generate event relation is necessarily globally ordered. 

The generalization/specialization structures for the tem- 
poral relations defined in this section are outlined in Fig- 
ures 3 and 4. The two structures are orthogonal. 
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general 

globally non-decreasing globally non-increasing 

I 
globMly sequensial 

Figure 3: Generalization/Specialization Structure of the Inter- 
event Based Taxonomy (Part  I - -  orderings) 

3.3  Taxonomy on Isolated Intervals 
We now turn  to interval relations, that  is, those relations in 

which, for each element e of the relation, the valid time is an 
interval, [vt~e, Vt~e). The transaction times of the element, tt~e 
and tt~, are defined as before. As in Section 3.2, k (possibly 
indexed) is an integer. 

The previous characterizations of events may also be applied 
to either vt~e or vt~e. For example, if an interval is stored as soon 
as it terminates, a designer may state that  the interval relation 
is vt '--retroactive and vt 'Ldegenerate. If the relation is, say, 
vt"-retroactive and vt4-retroactive, it may simply be termed 
retroactive. 

A temporal  relation is transaction time regular, valid time 
regular, or temporally regular if the transaction time intervals, 
valid time intervals, or both  transaction time and valid time 
intervals are regular, respectively. Note again that  these prop- 
erties concern durations rather than starting events, and that  
they can be calendric specific, e.g., one month. 

Definition: Temporal relation R is transaction time interval 
regular with time unit At  > 0 if 

w • a 3ke (tt"~ = tt~ + k~at)  [] 

Definition: Temporal relation R is valid time interval regular 
with time unit At > 0 if 

v~ e n 3ke (~t~ = ~t~ + keat)  o 

Alternatively, the duration of all intervals in such a relation is 
an integral multiple of a specified time unit. An example is a 
relation recording new hires and terminations that  observes a 
company policy that  all such hires and terminations be effective 
on either the first or the fifteenth of each month. 

Definition: Temporal relation R is temporal interval regular 
with time unit At > 0 if 

Ve E R 3k 1 Bk~ (tt~ = tt~ + k l A t  A vt• = vt~ + k~At) O 

Hence, the time unit must be identical for both  transaction and 
valid time. 

The situations where all intervals have the same length are 
interesting special cases of the above definitions with ke, k~, 
and ke 2 equal to 1. These special cases, we term strict trans- 
action time interval regular, strict valid time interval regular, 
and strict temporal interval regular. 

Recall that  the concept of regularity may be applied to re- 
lations on a per  parti t ion basis as well as globally (as discussed 
at the beginning of this section). 

The specializations in the previous section concern event re- 
lations, and the specializations in this section concern interval 
relations; they are quite different. However, the generaliza- 
tion/specialization structure of the specializations in this sec- 
tion is identical to that  of the previous section as illustrated in 
Figure 4, with the exception that  "event" is replaced by "inter- 
va t .  n 

3 .4  Inter- in terval  Based Taxonomy 
As with events, we distinguish restrictions that  are applied 

individually to all intervals and restrictions on the interrelation- 
ship between multiple intervals in a relation. The restrictions 
listed below apply to relations, but they may be applied on a 
per partition basis as well. Many of these same terms also ap- 
ply to event relations, and were defined in Section 3.2; context 
should differentiate these uses. 

Definition: Temporal relation R is globally sequential if 

Ve E R Ve t E R (tte < t t  e, :~, 

(max(tte,vt~) _< ndn( t te , ,v t [ , ) )  ) 0 

In such a relation, each interval must  occur and be stored be- 
fore the next interval commences. An example involves the re- 
lation previously discussed that  records the weekly assignments 
for employees. If the assignment for the next week is recorded 
during the weekend then this relation will be per surrogate se- 
quential. 

A relation is non-decreasing if elements are entered in valid 
time-stamp order, and it is non-increasing if elements are en- 
tered in reverse valid t ime-stamp order. 

Definition: Temporal relation R is globally non-decreasing if 

Ve • R Ve' • R (tte < u~, => ,,t~" < ,,t~,) o 
Concerning the example just discussed, let us now record each 
Thursday the next week's assignment. In this case the trans- 
action time (i.e., Thursday) of the next week's assignment (on 
a per surrogate basis) will occur during the valid time interval 
of the current week's assignment, and the relation will be per 
surrogate non-decreasing. 

As with events, sequentiallty is a stronger property than 
non-decreasing. 

Definition: Temporal relation R is globalhj non-increasing if 

Ve e RYe '  e R (Ue < t t e ,  ~ vt",, < ,,t D [] 

Definition: Temporal relation R is globally contiguous if 

w • R (3e' e n -  { 4  (,,t~ = ,,t~, ^ tie < tto,^ 
-~3e" e R -  {e ,e ' } ( t te  < tte,, < ttc,)) V 

w '  • R -  {e} (,,t~ > ,,t,",)) [] 
This definition states that  in a globally contiguous relation, the 
end of one event coincides with the star t  of the next event that  
is stored, unless the event is the last one in the sequence, in 
which case it occurs after all the other  events. 

Allen has demonstrated that  there exist a total of thirteen 
possible relationships between two intervals [All83]. These rela- 
tionships may be denoted before, meets, overlaps, during, starts, 
finishes, equal, and the inverse relationships for all but  equal, 
e.g., inverse before and inverse finishes. For each such relation- 
ship, X,  we can define a property successive transaction time 
X that requires that  elements, successive in transaction time, 
are related by X. For example, the property successive transo 
action time overlaps requires that  intervals that  are adjacent in 
transaction time overlap in valid time, ensuring that  the next 
element began before the previous one completed. 
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tr&nsactlon t ime event  regular valid t ime event  regular 

strict transaction ~ e  event regular 

strict temporal event regular 

Figure 4: Generalization/Specialization Structure of the Inter-event Based Taxonomy (Par t  II - -  regularity) 

Definition: Temporal  relat ion R is succe8sive transaction time 
X if 

ve ~ R (3e '  ~ R - { e }  ( v t e X v t ~ ,  ^ tte < t t e ,^  

" ~ e "  e R -- {e,  e ' ) ( U e  < U e -  < tto,))  V 

re' • R - {e }  (tte > t te , ) )  a 

Of these, the  most  interest ing is successive transaction time 
meets, which is defined above as globally eonti#~ous. 

Figure 5 i l lustrates the  specialization/generalization strnc- 
ture for the  propert ies discussed above. In this  figure, successive 
transaction time is abbrevia ted  ~st-', and  successive transaction 
time inverse is abbrevia ted  'sti- ' .  

4 Conclus ion  and Future  Research 
A temporal  relat ion has  two database  system-interpreted 

t ime a t t r ibutes ,  t ransac t ion  t ime and  valid time. A transac- 
t ion t ime-s tamp is a simple value, indicating when a fact is 
stored in the temporal  relation. A valid t ime-s tamp records 
the validity of a fact, and  it  may  be a simple value (event re- 
lation) or an  ordered pair  of simple values (interval relation). 
In general, these t ime-stamps are independent,  meaning tha t  
facts may  be  associated with a point  or a pair  of points  in an  
unrestr ic ted two-dimensional space. In many  situations, how- 
ever, the  t ime points  of facts are restricted to l imited regions of 
this space, resul t ing in specialized temporal  relations. Exam- 
ples include process monitoring,  satellite surveillance of crops 
or weather, accounting applications, and  real-t ime databases. 
The restr icted interrelat ions of t ime-stamps const i tute  impor- 
t an t  semantics of temporal  relat ion schemas. 

In this paper ,  we considered the  specialized semantics of the 
t ime a t t r ibu tes  in tempora l  relations. We presented an  exten- 
sive taxonomy of tempora l  specializations, some restricting the 
s tamps of individual  facts, others restr ict ing the s tamps on an  
inter-fact basis. The pract ical  relevance of the definitions was 
emphasized by  examples. The properties apply to ei ther event 

or interval temporal  relations. A re la t ion may  have specialized 
per  element properties (Sections 3.1 and  3.3) as well as spe- 
cialized inter-element propert ies (Sections 3.2 and  3.4). The 
taxonomy provides a be t t e r  unders tanding  of the  na tu re  of in- 
dividual temporal  relations and  of how various temporal  da ta  
models compare. 

Future work is indicated in two areas. While specialized 
temporal  relations present  an  oppor tuni ty  to optimize tempo- 
rat  queries, more work is needed to exploit such specializations. 
Our contention is tha t  most  previous work in this  area is rele- 
vant; still, the details need to be worked out.  

An overall approach to designing tempora l  da tabases  is still 
needed. This paper  has  considered only half  of the  problem of 
designing temporal  relations: de termining the  characterist ics of 
the t ime-stamp a t t r ibutes  t ha t  concern entire elements.  Just  as 
impor tan t  are the characteristics of the  individual  t ime-varying 
at tr ibutes.  A fully ar t iculated design methodology for temporal  
relations mus t  address b o t h  t ime-s tamp a t t r ibu tes  and  time- 
varying at t r ibutes .  
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Figure 5: Generalization/Speclalization Structure of the Inter-interval Based Taxonomy 
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